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was not foreseen earlier and that other countries Mil recently have been in no better case
than ourselves does not, of course, minimiz3 the acuteness of the present crisis in Indian
education. We cannot afford to be always a generation b'hind the Western nations.
How  is  India  to  set  about  the  task  of adjusting her educnMuaal programme to the
requirements of her agriculture, industries and trade ?
Any scheme of industrial education that visualizes the industrial development of
India only on factory linvs will deal but incompletely with the facts of the situation,
leaving a good f'pal of ground uncovered. The urgent need of tho mo/nenb is a thorough
survey of the position in the country, agricultural, industrial and commercial, with a
forecast as to probable developments in the near future. Si>m; work baa already been
done by several Commissions and enquiries and ths report of the lalian Tariff Board supply
much valuable data, but they are all disconnected and lack the synthetic vision that sees
the Indian economic situation sr.ea lily and sees it whole. A satisfactory programme oS!
industrial or vocational education can only be prepared on a national scale, but such a
national programme mast rest", upon provincial and local surveys. Again, I mast revert
to my plea for a "National Economic Commission or Boar}. I have suggested that it will
be its ta=k to vi«w the Indian economic problem as a whol*1, organiz^ investigations an-1
make recommendations This work by itself will offer the necessary data for formulating
an All-India Scheme of Vocational Education, but there is no reason why one of the
divisions of this Board, should not specialize in qeuRtions relating to vocational education.
If the human capital of the country is to be moat effectively employed, it is
nee >sary to determine what qualities are required by each separate occupation and how
the possession of these qualities can most accurately be determined in the child. Other-
w!is<», there wil' be social waste in a number of ways. Children may be given training
leading to occupations for which they may have ntdther the ability nor the aptitude.
When they actually enter the occupation for which they have received the preliminary
training misfits will naturally occur and there will be wastage either because there will
be a poor level of woik or a high rate of labour turnover. Nor is this all. There are
numerous other evil consequences of misfits of which a long and uncomfortable list is
given: neurotic disorders, delinquency, bad temper, malingering, creation of industrial
discontent. It is, therefore, necessary that any scheme of vocational education should be
supplemented by measures to study the different aptitudes of children, and direct them to
courses of stu^y appropriate for the occupations towards which their abilities and aptitude
point.
Vocational Advico Bureau.
Vocational tests are destined to play a prominent part in the social organization
of the future. Already in parts of Q-ermany, they are in active operation ; in Harnbnrg
(t four-fifths of all the children leaving the school pass through the Vocational Advice
Bureau, including children of all social classes, and a large number of these are given
psychological trste to assist in the decision with regard to the occupation to be followed
in after life. It is a matter for satisfaction, therefore, that the last Indian Universities'
Conference passed a resolution in favour of experiments in the application of psychologi-
cal tests in the Universities and it is to be hoped that the recommendation will be taken
up actively as the economic and social value of those tests cannot be exaggerated.
When we have adjusted the educational system to suit the economic needs of the
country and even devised suitable tests to select and distribute the pupils in our schools
among the varied courses of instruction according to their ability and aptitude, our task
is performed but in part. The adjustment of the educational system to the economic
organization will still show a gap unless machinery is devised to direct pupila to appro-
priate places of employment when they leave the schools and colleges. It is obvious that
this is a big task, but the problem has to be faced, and it is being faced in several countries
in the shape of After-Care Committees, Juvenile Employment Council, Vocational Coun-
sellors and so on.
To conclude, India is on the threshold of great changes, social and political. Those
changes require a spiritual content and an economic basis, the most persistent twin
interests of mankind. A country that has produced in recent years a Vivekananda, a
Tagore, a Gandhi, is not likely to lack spiritual leadership. It is in the realm of economic
change and educational adjustment that the country requires guidance, and it is my
conviction that no more competent guide can be found than a triple alliance
tne educationist, the phychologist and the economist.

